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BOOK NOTE

By Luis B. Reyes. Manila: Philaw
Publishing, 1960. Pp. 631. P27.00.

CRIMINAL LAW REVIEWER.

Judicial precedents construing and applying the law have made
the bar examinations a labyrinthine maze through which every
candidate for the Bar must find his way. It is a path that has been
mined by Congress with new legislations and countless amendments.
To pass the Bar therefore, the law student must keep pace with
the evolution of the law. This, he cannot do, without resorting to
some time-saving devices. One such device is the book, CRIMINAL
LAW REVI~ER by Judge Luis B. Reyes.
The author compresses the whoie of Criminal Law into 631 pages.
The dissertations are concise, yet exhaustive. Homogenous provisions are interlaced and ambiguous ones crystallized. All the leading judicial precedents giving the Revised Penal Code a new twist
'9re dealt with. Thoroughness, clarity, and harmony are the virtues
of this compendium.
While the book suffers from the inflexibility of the "c;,uestion and
answer" method, still the bar examinee is given models upon which
to pattern his answers. This is an invaluable aid, considering the
human element in the correction of test papers.
The typography of the book cultivates the reviewee's proclivity
to study. The questions are laid out in bold letters, the answers
thereto in roman print, while commentaries further elucidating
the main text are set apart in smaller roman print. Italics are used
to project the kernel of the answers and to pin down the fin6,: distinctions in the law.
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LAW- SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS_ THE COURT CAi'l'THE CLOSING OF GUARDIANSHIP PROCEEDINGS
~~xis~;~~~~OULD p~~JUDICE THE PAYMENT OF A VALID
obtained the latt ,
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er s appomtlnent by the Court of First Instance of Pan
;a~:~:~;~ t~; t~~a~ia~ f~r t~o minors. Subsequently, the guardian sol~
ar s or e sum of Pl,OOO.OO to pay the debts of th"'
;ards. The sale was duly authorized and confirmed by the Court Fro pe~it~~~~~a:::~~/?tained. the guardian made two. payments to. here~
th f th ' (
hich was ,the sum of P200 for legal services renderted
e a ~r deceased) of the wards in >a civil case. Both payments were
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~:n~nd VOid and although the courtbcan order the return of such pay, the c~rt cannot order the guard»ainship proceedings to be closed
at ~ce for ~~s. would deprive the petitioner of the means of satisfying a
vahd and ex1sbng debt from the properties of the minors. Fr;RNANDEZ v
BELLO, G.R. No. L-14227, April 30, 1960.
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Credit must be given to the author for venturing into fields where
the Supreme Court, through judicial pronouncements, has not yet
trod. The author's opinions are buttressed with compelling logic
and propped by codal provisions and analogous court decisions. But
the persuasive authority of these dicta stems from the author's maste:cy of the subject.
While the book is primarily intended for the bar examinee, it is
recommended to all alike for supplementary reading and reference.
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